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Pseudo-random numbers generated by computer routines are used widely by operations research specialists and other scientists In several major problem areas.
One use Is the generation of experimental samples In which each ran* dom number represents a variable for one of the entitles In the sample. Personnel In the Army have been simulated, for example, by using a sequence of eleven random numbers to represent test scores for each of the eleven tests In the Army Classification Battery. The scores can be given desired distributions and Interrelationship by appropriate transformation, a characteristic particularly Important when evaluating a policy change which affects these aspects of the sample.
Mathematical games of strategy are another important applicationone that Is receiving increasing attention. A model of the system is developed which Includes significant variables and appropriate interactions. By varying the relative weights and interactions of the variables, the behavior of the system under various strategies and policies is simulated, and the system Is evaluated by noting the effect on criterion measures. Random numbers are used to represent the different variables.
Solution of certain mathematical problems for which a probabilistic model may be formulated Is possible by using random numbers in appropriate sampling techniques. These problems Include evaluating Integrals, solving ordinary and partial differential equations, and working with difficult systems of linear constraints for which only a partial or "point" solution is desired. 
BACKGROUND
A random number results from an Independent trial from an Infinite population of numbers whose distribution corresponds to some theoretical probability distribution function. That Is, each number has an expected probable occurrence, and the outcome of each trial Is a function solely of the overall distribution and is not affected by previous trials. The property of Independence, which Is of special significance, means that there are no predictable patterns within sequences or samples or random numbers other than those based on the laws of chance and on the theoretical probability distribution from which the numbers were drawn.
A random number generator Is a method of generating numbers under the constraints of probability laws. These probability laws govern the sequence of numbers generated and describe the statistical properties of the sequence and the relationship between numbers In the sequence. Although devices to generate "pure" random numbers exist and have been used, the term random number generator normally refers to a method of obtaining pseudo-random numbers based on a simple mathematical operation that produce? sequences completely determined by the parameters and initial values. Devices which generate pseudo-random numbers are normally used as the source of random numbers for several reasons. First, it is frequently desirable to have the capability oi repeating exactly the sequence used in a previous problem, an impossible (or prohibitively expensive) feat with a random device. In addition, not only do efficient pseudo-random number generators exist but. If parameters are properly chosen, these generators produce numbers with almost completely acceptable properties. A generator must satisfy the following criteria to be acceptable as a source of random numbers: position of the number In the sequence. Such generators are generally referred to as multiplicative or'power residue if pi ■ 0, and as mixed if tx ft 0. The double congruential generator may use a second generator to scramble the numbers output by the first or the output of two multiplicative generators may be added.
In spite of the considerable effort that has been devoted to developing and testing sophisticated methods of generating random numbers by using modified forms of the basic linear congruential methods, most of the literature concerned with number theory (as opposed to that concerned with specific generators) indicates that the multiplicative is as good as any other (and usually quicker). It produces sequences with good statistical properties if the parameters are properly selected and if the computer word length is sufficiently large. For example, Coveyou and MacPherson (2) conclude, "There is at present no method cf generating pseudo-uniform sequences better than the simple multiplicative congruence method with a carefully chosen multiplier."
On the other hand, Marsaglia in I968 (3) cautioned that any multiplicative generator has a defect which makes it unsuitable for certain Monte Carlo problems: Points whose coordinates are sequences of numbers generated by a single pseudo-random number generator fall in a relatively small number of parallel hyperplanes of the unit n-cube. On the basis of this fact, no single generator, whether multiplicative or congruential, should be used to generate more than one coordinate of a set of coordinates at a time; and when several generators are used simultaneously, they should be tested for independence.
The most important factor limiting the potential statistical properties of the sequences output by any generator of the congruential form is the word length of the computer. The high order, or most significant, bits of a computer word have cycles longer than those of the low order bits. Theoretically, bits with longer cycles display better random properties. Therefore, since a longer word has more bits than a shorter word, and since the high order bits of the longer word have longer cycles than those of the shorter word, it follows that longer words produce sequences that display better random properties than do the shorter ones. Both Coveyou and MacPherson strongly support this idea.
The multiplier, the other factor affecting statistical performance, can affect the statistical properties greatly, particularly for generators of relatively short word length. Coveyou and MacPherson (2) suggest the following criteria in the selection of multipliers for uniform random number generators of the congruential type:
1. The multiplier c should not be close to a simple rational multiple of M (the modulus of the system); if it is, the basic congruence shows that appreciable serial correlation will result.
2. The multiplier c should not be close to a simple rational multiple of the square root of M; even though the choice may produce very small correlation between adjacent pairs, serious difficulties result in the iriplet distributio...
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5. The multiplier c should not be chosen with a small number of I's in the binary representation to facilitate "shift and add" techniques; if the number of I's is small enough to do any good, "small" solutions of the basic congruence will again lead to trouble. 4. Above all, the multiplier c must be adequately large.
5. The choice of multiplier must be made more carefully for computers of short word length; it may be necessary to use multiple precision arithmetic for computers with short word length such as the IBM 360^ in order to ensure unquestionably good statistical performance.
EVALUATION OF SEQUENCES OF PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS
It was noted that pseudo-random numbers are not independent in the same way as random numbers. Obviously, any process in which the entire sequence is precisely determined by the parameters and the starting point does not produce independent numbers. It is not essential, however, that a generator output sequences of numbers which are literally independent; it is sufficient that the numbers be independent to the degree that a sequence or sequences do not have properties which adversely affect the results of the application for which the numbers are used. In this sense, a generator must satisfy the "Independence property" and only in this sense does the "independence property" have any meaning when applied to pseudo-random numbers. To be an acceptable source of random numbers, therefore, a generator must satisfy two criteria:
1. The generator must output numbers which fit the desired distribution (in this case, the uniform distribution). This criterion is easily met. In fact, with properly selected parameters, all generators of the power residue type produce numbers which are exactly uniform over the unit interval when the entire sequence is considered. In a given application, however, only sub-sequences normally are used. More important, if every sequence were exactly uniform, the result would not be random numbers. Consequently, the concern is with various sub-sequences, which must be tested to Insure that they are sufficiently uniform to satisfy the uniformity criterion yet not so uniform that they are not random. In addition, the length of the sub-sequences on which the tests are conducted must be consistent with the intended use, and the intervals (against which the distribution is tested) should be consistent with the required degree of precision. S-*" Commercial designations are used only for clarification of the procedures described. Their use does not constifute indorsement of the product either by the Army or by the U. S. Army Behavioral Science Research Laboratory.
- 4 2, The generator must yield sequences which do not have undesirable patterns or waves. The tests for undesirable patterns or waves within sequences Is even more closely tied to the application for which the numbers are going to be used. Some applications, for example, may be affected by the distribution of sets of n numbers where n is relatively small, whereas other applications may depend on the sum of a set or the maximum number from a set. The tests used to evaluate a specific generator must be designed in consideration of the intended use in order to Insure satisfactory statistical properties and reliable results.
THE NEW GENERATOR DEVELOPED BY BESRL
The generator available when the present study was undertaken used a po. jr residue or multiplicative method in a single computer word of 24 bits. Statistical tests made on samples of numbers generated by this program indicated that the samples had unacceptable properties. Because of the results of these tests and because of theoretical considerations favoring a generator based on a longer word length, decision was made to develop a generator which used double precision arithmetic (48-bit computer words) . 
47
The new generator has a modulus of 2 , which equals the word size (the 48th bit is a sign bit). A modulus equivalent to the word size avoids the necessity of division in both reducing MOD M (only the low 47 bits are See footnote 2 on page 4.
-5 kept) and conversion to the unit interval (the decimal point is merely assigned to the left of the number). A modulus equal to the word size is used for most power residue generators since it also maximizes the cycle length.
Each binary number is evaluated (converted to the unit interval) based on the 55 high order bits and disregarding the 12 low order bits. This method avoids both the bias caused by restriction on the final octal position (last 3 bits) and any potential bias resulting from the relatively short cycles of the 12 low order bits.
4«5
^«5 10 The cycle length is 2 ^ with each of 2^y numbers appearing 2 times Developing generators with known adequate cycle length has not been a 21 4*5 problem; however, the increase from 2 ' to 2 means that even for applications requiring many numbers only a tiny portion of the total sequence will be used.
The computer program has been set up to generate as many independent sequences as desired.
Each sequence uses as its multiplier a constant plus i where 1 equals the number of the sequence times another constant. In other words, the difference between the multipliers for each pair of adjacent sequences is a constant.
On the present BESRL computer, a random floating point number is generated and returned in 120 \i. seconds (i.e., approximately 8550 numbers can be generated per second).
Any odd number up to 16 octal digits can be used as the starting value (x ).
Because of the binary representation of numbers in the computer, odd starting numbers give a longer sequence of random numbers before repeating than even starting numbers--sequence length of 45 44 2 as opposed to 2
TESTS USED TO EVALUATE THE BESRL GENERATOR
Tests used to evaluate the generator include 1) standard tests designed to detect the obviously unsaMsfactory generator, 2) tests developed in conjunction with a previous BESRL project to evaluate the possibility of undesirable waves or patterns within sub-sequences, and 5) additional tests designed in consideration of the use made of random numbers by BESRL in evaluating possible relationships between several independent sequences. All tests were conducted on sets of ten number and the statistics accumulated over the entire sample. For some tests, the choice represented only a programming convenience and had no effect on the numbers tested. For other tests, however, the ten-number set limitation meant that certain numbers were omitted. For example, the triplet test considtrs the first three sets of three from each set of ten, and the test for the minimum of seven considers the last seven of each set of ten. In applying these tests, each sequence was treated as If It were composed of numbers resulting from a series of Independent trialc from an infinite population of numbers whose distribution conformed to the uniform distribution. In other words, it was assumed that the numbers met the uniform distribution requirement of random numbers. The numbers were then tested to determine if their characteristics were consistent with what would be expected for random numbers. All tests involved comparing a distribution of actual events with the theoretical distribution implied by the uniform distribution and independence assumptions. The standard chi square test was used as a basis of evaluation.
The following steps were used to evaluate the actual distribution of events for all tests.
Set up intervals associated with equal probabilities of occurrence.
(The theoretical distribution is easy to calculate since each interval then has equal expected observations.) 2. Observe a series of events.
Count the number of events falling in each interval.

Use a chi square test to determine whether the observed number of events falling in each interval accords with the number theoretically expected to fall in those intervals under the assumption uf independence.
The tests and a brief explanation of each are listed below:
Tests of Uniformity
These were the most straightforward tests conducted. The random numbers generated were treated as samples of a random variable. The hypothesis tested was that the random variable was uniformly distributed over the unit interval between zero and one.
Test for Uniformity of Singles (Test 1^). The unit interval between 0 and +1 was divided into 100 equal sub-intervals. For each of the subintervals, a count was obtained of the number of generated random numbers falling in that interval. The chi square test involved testing whether these observed numbers of cases falling in the sub-interval deviated significantly from the numbers of cases theoretically expected to fall in the sub-intervals on the average under the hypothesis that the random numbers generated behave as a random sample of a uniformly distributed random variable.
Test for Uniformity of Pairs (Teat 2). The unit square was divided by a 10 x 10 grid into 100 equal square subdivisions. Each pair (u., u -x of random numbers generated was then assigned to one of the square subdivisions according to its coordinates. The numbers of random numbers falling in the respective square subdivisions were compared with the corresponding numbers of cases theoretically expected to fall in these subdivisions under the hypothesis that the successive numbers generated were samples from tvo independent and uniformly distributed random variables.
Test for Uniformity of Triples (Test ^). The unit cube was divided by a three-dimensional grid into 1000 ■ 10 x 10 x 10 cubic subdivisions. Each triple (u., u 4+.i> U I+P^ 0^ ran dom numbers generated was assigned to one of the cubic subdivisions according to its coordinates. The observed numbers of cases falling in these sub-intervals were compared with the theoretically expected numbers of cases that would fall in the subdivisions under the hypothesis that the successive numbers generated were samples of three independent uniformly distributed random variables.
Maximum Number in a Subset
Let X be a continuous random variable uniformly distributed on the unit interval (0, 1). Then P(X ^ x) «» x. Consider a random sample of n observations of X. Then the probability that a sample will contain no value greater than x is Since the above development crucially depends on the independence of the observations of the random variable X, the probability distribution function of the maximum value in a sample of n observations may be used as a basis for testing the independence and uniformity properties of a random number generator. In the present study, the unit interval was divided into sub-intervals associated with equal probabilities of containing specified values of Y » X . Intervals associated with equal 0 r max probabilities were chosen to facilitate the accuracy of the chi square tests of the random number generator. The following tests were performed; -8 -Maximum of Two (Test 4). The unit interval was divided into 25 subintervals associated with equal probabilities of occurrence, and the maximum value of a pair of random numbers u., u -. was assigned to the respective sub-Interval. The resulting number of observations for the chl square test was equal to one-half the sample size.
Maximum of Five (Test ^). The unit interval was divided into 20 intervals. The maximum value of the observed sequence u., ...., u.
was assigned to the appropriate sub-interval. The number of observations was equal to one-fifth the sample size.
Maximum of Ten (Test 6). The unit interval was divided into 10 subintervals. The maximum value of the sequence u., •••• u.
was assigned 1 i^V to the appropriate sub-interval. The number of observations was equal to one-tenth the sample size.
Minimum Number in a Subset of n Numbers
By an argument analogous to that developed in connection with the probability of occurrence of maximum values in a sequence of n observations of a uniformly distributed random variable, the probabilities associated with the minimum values for such sequences can be developed. Specifically, let X , be the minimum value of n Independent observations of a uniformly distributed random variable X. Then the random variable Z -X ^ is distributed such that min
From this distribution function the probability that an observed value of Z falls in a specified sub-interval (a,b) on the unit Interval (0,1) can be computed by
The following tests for minimums were made on the sample of random numbers generated. These tests were carried out fully in analogy to the tests for maximums:
Minimum of Three (Test ]_). Each of the first three sets of three numbers from each set of ten was considered and the tenth number omitted, with the resulting number of observations equal to one-third th-_ sample size.
Minimum of First Three (Test 8). Only the first three numbers from each set of ten were considered, resulting in a total number of observations equal to one-tenth of the sample.
Minimum of Seven (Test £). Identical to Test 8, except that the first seven numbers In each set of ten were considered.
Minimum of Ten (Test 10). Each set of ten numbers was considered.
Sum of n Numbers
Let S be the statistic S ■X-+,,,,X, the sum of n Independent random variables X.. , ..., X uniformly distributed over the unit Interval 
. ' > 141 (S-J) , Is encountered such that j > n or J > S. This V n-j;. j . formula can ba used to determine the probability of encountering sums of Independent uniformly distributed random variables In any sub-Interval (a,b) of the Interval (0,n) by P [a < S ^ b] -F (b) -F (a).
Since the above development again depends on the Independence and uniformity of Identically distributed random variables, It can form a basis for testing a random number generator. By observing the relative frequencies with which certain sub-Intervals of the interval (0,n) contain observed sums of n sequentially generated uniformly distributed random numbers, we can determine by a chl square test whether these frequencies accord with their theoretically determined expected values under the assumptions of independence and uniformity. The following sums tests were used: Sum of Two (Test 11). Each pair was considered, resulting in a total number of observations equal to one half the sample size.
Sum of Four (Test 12
). The first four from each set of five numbers were considered. (The fifth and tenth numbers in each set of ten were omitted.) The total number of observations was equal to one-fifth of the sample size.
Sum of Seven (Test 13
). The first seven numbers from each set of ten were included, resulting In a total number of observations equal to one-tenth of the sample.
Sum of Ten (Test 14)
. This test was identical to Test l^ except that ten 'numbers were used.
-10 - The unit interval may be divided into sub-intervals each having equal probability of containing sample values of G. The probability that G will fall in the interval (a,b) is given by
P [a < G * b] -F G (b) -F G (a)
This fact may be used to test the independence and uniformity properties of a uniform random number generator. In the present study, the unit interval was divided into 10 intervals each having equal probabilities of containing sample values of G. A chi square test was run on the observed frequencies in these intervals based on the first five random numbers of each sequence of 10 random numbers generated. The total number of cases observed was equal to one-tenth the number of random numbers generated in the total sample.
Each set of ten sequentially generated random numbers was ordered from smallest to largest and the difference between each adjacent pair was calculated, including the difference between the smallest number and zero. Assignment was made to the interval containing the value of the maximum differences. The total number of events was equal to one-tenth of the sample.
Maximum Difference for a Set of Order Statistics
Let x n , ..... x be a set of joint observations on a set of random 1' ' n variables x, , .... x uniformly distributed on the unit interval. Conl' ' n sider that the n observations are then rank ordered from smallest to largest. By X,,*, denote the random variable "smallest of n numbers"; by X,pv, denote the random variable "next to smallest of n numbers"; and so on, to X, ,%, "the next to largest'" and X, N "the largest of n (n-lj' (n; numbers". Now, define the statistic V ■ (U,, U_, .... U ) where
.., U n ) corresponds to (X^, (X^ -X^), ..., (X^ -X^^j)
The cumulative distribution function -11 -
(where m is an integer such that -r-< V ^ -) gives the probability of obtaining a maximum difference of order statistics no larger than V.
Maximum Difference for Each Ordered Set of 10 Numbers (Test 16). Each set of ten sequentially generated random numbers was ordered from smallest to largest and the difference between each adjacent pair was calculated, including the difference between the smallest number and zero. Assignment was made to the interval containing the value of the maximum difference. The total number of events was equal to one-tenth of the sample.
Autocorrelation between the jth and jth plus ten numbers (Test 17). The correlation coefficient between the jth and jth plus ten numbers was calculated for the entire sample using the formula /N-10 N-iO A //N-10 _ N-10 A where r represents the correlation coefficient, and N = total sample size. This test was evaluated by considering the probability that a set of n pairs would have an r as large or as small as the observed if the correlation were in fact equal to zero. Although there was only one event per sample, we were still able to compare an actual distribution to a theoretical distribution when evaluating the 200 samples of 1000.
Runs Up and Down (Test 18). The number and lengths of runs were counted and assigned to the corresponding interval, forming a frequency distribution. The theoretical distribution was determined by the formula
E^V (P + 5):
where p represents the length of the run, r represents the number of runs of length p, n the sample size, and E(r ) the expected number of such runs, Runs Above and Below the Mean (Test 19). The number and length of runs above and below the mean were counted and an assignment was made to the corresponding interval in the domain of lengths of runs. The expected value of the number of runs of length p was given as E(r )< (" -E-± ^ P 2 P+1
A chi square test was used to confirm the reasonableness of actual results, -12
.
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL TESTS Output of One Generator
The results of the Initial tests conducted on the first sequence are summarized In Table 1 . These te&s, conducted on sets of ten as described In the preceding section, Involved a total sequence of 200,000 consecutive numbers (beginning with an Initial value of x »1). For each test, there were ten chl square values based on the distributions resulting from 2000 sets of ten numbers and an overall chl square value based on the other ten statistics. The column headings are as follows: a. Test (Indicates the name and number of the test as listed in the section describing the statistical tests).
b. Number of intervals used.
c. Number of sample points (for each sub-sequence of 20,000 numbers).
d. Expected observations per Interval [(c) -r (d)].
e. Minimum chl square value (expressed as a standard deviation*^) of the ten values based on the distributions resulting from 2000 sets of ten numbers.
f.
Probability that the smallest statistic of ten independent values would be no smaller than the minimum. g. Maximum chi square value (expressed as a standard deviation*^) of the ten values based on the distributions resulting from 2000 sets of ten numbers.
h.
Probability that the largest of ten independent values would be no larger than the maximum value observed.
1. Overall chi square statistic (expressed as a standard deviation^) based on the ten chi square values. j.
Probability of a chi square statistic as large as that expressed by (i). ^McNemar, Quinn. Psychological Statistics, p. 197« For n's larger than 50, the expression v^T ~ \^n ~ ^ will have a sampling distribution which will follow very closely the unit normal curve.
In evaluating the chl square statistics, both the low and high values are of Interest.
Excessively low values Imply that the distribution for a particular test Is not sufficiently random-that It Is too uniform, while excessively high values Imply that the distribution Is not s .ficiently uniform. In addition to the Individual chl square values, the distribution of chl square values for a particular test, which the probabilities In (f) and (h) are designed to evaluate. Is of concern. The tests which fall at the 5 percent and 95 percent confidence levels are circled In Table 1 . Overall, the performance was reasonably satisfactory.
If the tests were Independent (which they are not), there would be expected 10 percent (5 percent at each tall) or approximately 5 failures, whereas actually there were eight failures.
The minimum chl square value out of ten values based on the distribution of the sums of four (Test 12, column e) Is somewhat disappointing. The expectation that 10 tests would yield no chl square statistic smaller than that observed ( .59 standard deviation below the mean) would be 1 percent. In other words, 99 percent of the time at least one distribution out of ten using 100 degrees of freedom would have a smaller chl square value than 95«l« Similarly, the test for the maximum of five (Test 5> column g) was not completely satisfactory. Only 1 percent of the time would the largest of ten chl square values be only .56 standard deviations above the mean.
The results of the tests conducted on the first eight sequences are summarized In Table 2 . These tests were not designed to test Individual chl square values for each sequence and test, but rather to evaluate the distribution of chl square values to determine If It conformed to the theoretical distribution.
For each sequence, the full complement of tests previously described was conducted on the first 200,000 numbers, each test being applied to 100 sets of ten (I.e., 200 samples of lOOO). This yielded 200 chi square statistics for each sequence and test. These statistics were then arrayed in a frequency distribution of twelve Intervals based on both the degrees of freedom for the particular test and Table A Table 2 indicates the chi square value divided by degree of freedom (11) for each sequence and test. Table 2 
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The tests which fail at the 5 percent and 95 percent confidence levels have been circled. Overall performance appears satisfactory. For example, it was expected that 7 or 8 of I52 independent tests would fail at the 5 percent level, and in fact, six tests yielded values below that level (.42). At the 95 percent confidence level, 7 or 8 failures were also expected, and fifteen had values above that level (I.79). Although the number of failures at this level is somewhat high, the amount is not unreasonable, particularly since all tests are not completely independent.
Several of the tests did not have completely satisfactory results when considered individually. For example, the pairs test failed at the 95 percent level for both the fourth and seventh sequences. There is slightly less than a 5 percent chance that two out of eight independent tests will fail at the 95 percent level. Similarly, the sum of &aven tests failed for both the third and fourth sequences at the 95 nercent level. However, it was necessary to group runs of length five or more above the mean into one cell and similarly to group runs of length five or more below the mean 'o avoid having fewer than ten expected observations per cell; thus, the formulae indicated above do not literally hold. Since the number of runs above the mean must be within one of the number of runs below the mean and since some runs were grouped, we are probably not losing a full two degree of freedom, but something less than that. It can be hypothesized that aince we may have used a smaller value for the degrees of freedom than actually existed and since the chi square statistics were evaluated by dividing by the df, there may have been a slight bias toward the high end of the distribution. This hypothesis is consistent with all the actual distributions, each of which had more high values than expected. When the same tests were applied to the same sequences of numbers, but in blocks of 100,000 and with 24 cells (12 for runs above and 12 for runs below), the chi square values were completely acceptable.
In
T his result is also consistent with the hypothesis, since any bias existing for the reasons outlined above is substantially reduced as the number of cells is increased.
-16 - 
Relationship between Sequences from Different Generators
The tests previously outlined and described were designed to evaluate characteristics of the numbers output by a single generator. Frequent application to problems utilizing simultaneously sequences generated by several generators requires evaluation of the relationship between such sequences. The following tests were used for this purpose.
Correlation. This test involved calculating the correlation between all combinations of pairs of twenty multiplicative generators, each having a different initial value and multiplier, using the same formula used for the autocorrelation tests. The test was conducted on 10 sets of 1000 numbers from each generator, yielding 10 correlation coefficients for each pair of generators. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3 * Only the correlation coefficients based on the first eight generators are reported. The distribution of coefficients yielded a chi square value of 7.28, which falls at approximately the 25th percentile for 11 degrees of freedom. Table 4 summarizes the results. The first column Indicates the generator and the second column the standard deviation of all chl square values for the generator. This value was calculated by summing the 20 chi square values computed for that generator and using the standard formula, jäiP -fen -1 with n -140 (20 tests times 7 degrees of freedom). The last column Indicates the probabilities of getting an overall chl square value as low as that observed. All values were well within an acceptable range, although the final sequence gave overall chl square that would be exceeded more than 90^ of the time. Uniformity tests. In tests across sequences, uni triples. These tests were cussed except that the pair each of two generators and of three generators. These There appears to be no unac eight generators. Similar been made, but there seems be different from those obt addition to the correlation and rank order formlty tests were conducted for pairs and Identical to the uniformity tests already diss were formed by selecting one number from the triples consisted of a number from each tests were also completely satisfactory, ceptable relationship between any of the first tests among subsequent generators have not to be no reason to suggest that results would alned with the eight tested.
The generators described here have been In use at BESRL since midyear I968.
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